In this paper, we formulate a train run-curve optimization problem as an optimal control problem with equality constraints and inequality constraints in a DC feeding system. The objective function to be minimized is given as the total energy consumption at the substation. The train position and speed are the state variables and the kinetic equation of the train is the state equation of the objective system. The boundary conditions on state variables can promise the train transfers from departure station to arrival station in the given transfer time. The maximum amount of the motive and braking torque is described as inequality constraint on control input in mathematical formulation. The speed limits of the train give inequality constraint on the state variable. The circuit equation of DC feeding system which determines the catenary voltage is described as equality constraint in the optimal control problem.
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We also design a numerical algorithm to solve this optimization problem with several constraints based on the conventional conjugate gradient method, which could be useful for large scale problems of future works for its light computer load. Several numerical examples are demonstrated to verify the reliability and validity of the proposed method. The optimal run-curve shows the impact of feeding loss in acceleration and that of squeezing control of regenerative current. Acceleration with small motive force at middle and high speed area is caused by feeding loss. Deceleration with small electrical brake force at middle and high speed area is caused by sqeezing control. These characteristics are not considered in previous works of train energy-saving optimal operation. Only our proposed method makes it possible and can give some numerical examples. The other numerical examples-in complicated track profile case, run-curve and substation voltage optimization problem, run-curve optimization problem about two train, and so on-also show some aspects of proposed mathematical formulation, numerical method and its application useful for detailed consideration for energy-saving train operation. An algorithm optimizing total energy consumption of a train operation considering DC feeding system is investigated in this paper. Our mathematical formulation consists of kinetic equation of a train and circuit equation of DC feeding system, and includes several characteristics of a train which depend on catenary voltage. It makes us possible to give more detailed consideration to energy-saving operation than that of previous works. Especially, it is remarkable aspect that several discussion about the effect of squeezing control of regenerating current and feeding loss have been possible with our proposed method. The optimizing algorithm is constructed based on the gradient method, which could be useful for the large-scale problem of future works with its light computer load and extensibility. Several numerical examples are demonstrated to verify the reliability and validity of the proposed method.
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